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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 242 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.6in.Our CCLS (Common
Core Learning Standards) series for 4th Grade Mathematics version prepares students throughout
Wyoming for the required Common Core State Standards Initiative to test students math
proficiency. The emphasis is on representing and solving problems involving using operations with
whole numbers to solve problems by representing multiplicative comparisons as multiplicative
equations; gaining familiarity with factors and multiples using prime numbers and composite
numbers; generating and analyzing patterns using numbers or shapes; understanding multi-digit
whole numbers using place value and comparison operations; using place value to understand
properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic; understanding of fraction equivalence
and ordering with fraction models and comparison operators; building fractions from unit
fractions; understanding decimal notation for fractions, and comparing decimal fractions; solving
problems involving measurement and conversion of measurements using system of units such as
km, m, in, hr, min, sec; representing and interpreting data through shapes, line plots, fractions
andor whole numbers; understanding concepts of geometric angles and measurement of angles.
These standards are covered extensively by the practice problems. This book contains over 350
practice problems...
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Reviews
This created ebook is great. it was writtern very properly and useful. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this pdf where basically modified me, alter the way i think.
-- Aglae Becker
This ebook is definitely worth buying. It is definitely basic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook where basically changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ward Morar
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